A Day In The Life
Frank Braun

A day like many others -
A day of the workaday Humdrum.

Sitting, clock watching, and
Casual reading, trying to avoid work

While trying to find something -
Anything to do.

Swatting flies and nasty gnats -
There is always the buzz of their

Work in my ears - working me crazy -
Or the catch-you-sleeping-bite-on-the-back

Where my shirt has ridden up.
Squashed bug gutblood pastels on windows;

A tossed salad of fly parts on the desk.
"Would you like something to drink
With your salad?"
"No thank you. I'm happy with this."

A wing here - a set of legs there -
The remaining parts are on the center stage.

Perform for me!
Amuse me!

Pooooff!
All is clean in a flash

Of boredom. What next?
What can I do now?

What's this?
A rat outside my door?
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